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Reviewer’s report:

Te authros did a good work in addressing the comments.

However I do not agree that quad allografts should be recommended in primary ACL reconstruction of patients that are willing to early return to sport.

Allografts in young and athletic patients could lead to increased failure.

Based on your data (only short 2-years FU, no MRI, no second look) I think it is not correct to suggest a so strong recommendation that could be possibly harmful for patients.

Long-term and wider series are needed to state this.

You can state that is a promising alternative for selected and compliant patients, that are willing to not experience donot site, not not for athletes.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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